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From Pastor Mtwa

Moral Integrity an important virtue for a born again child (son and daughter) of God

Scriptures: Proverbs 28:6 ; Job 2:3 ; Psalm 26:1-4 ; Psalm 26:1-4 ; Proverbs 20:7 ; 2 timothy 3:5.

Why is moral integrity important?

             • In order to do what is right when it comes to people and dealing with people. 
             • It helps a person to have a strong moral character.
             • Helps us to live honest lives which is the most important virtue a person can ever have.

What is the purpose of having integrity as a person?

             • Understand your values (fundamental beliefs) and live consistent with them. 
             • To establish a foundation of good character. 
             • To have an unblemished character in every area of a human being.
             • One of the most important activities you can engage in, is developing your character.
             • Integrity helps a person to be honest and show a consistent uncompromising bevaviour.
             • Integrity helps us to adhere to strong moral ethical principles and values.
             • Integrity helps to develop honesty, truthfulness and accuracy of one’s actions.
 
What is the meaning of moral integrity

             • Dedication to the word of God which gives you moral or ethical (moral principles) convictions.
             • Doing the right thing in all circumstances, even when no one is watching you. 
             • Being true to yourself and doing nothing that demeans you and dishonors God. 
             • Being honest, consistent and uncompromising with strong moral and ethical principles.
             • Integrity is regarded as the honesty and truthfulness or accuracy of one's actions.

What is the di�erence between integrity and morality?

             • Integrity is consistency in thoughts, words, emotions and actions. 
             • Integrity means to be honest in your morals.
             • Morality is about right and wrong at personal level.
             • Morals are a road map to how one should behave.
             • Morality provides us the subject (the person that is being dealt with) matter.
 
What do we mean by morality?

             • Morality is the di�erentiation of intentions, decisions, and actions between those that are "good" and those that are "bad". 
             • The philosophy of morality is ethics (A system of moral principles which de�nes what is good for individuals and society). 

Whats does moral mean?

             • A person who does the right thing in all situations and circumstances.
             • A person who demonstrates good character and good conduct.
             • A person who conforms to the rules and standards of the word of God.
 

Discovery questions

       1. How do you demonstrate integrity?
       2. What are the characteristics of people who have true integrity?
       3. Do you give yourself enough time to study the word of God and pray?


